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ABSTRACT
   The differential cross section for the reaction rn->rren have been measured at four
pi-zero c.m. angles of 700, 90e, llOO and 130e in the photon energy region between
300 MeV and 700 MeV. Both rrO mesons and recoil neutrons from a liquid deuterium
target were detected with a pair of lead glass Cerenkov counters and a nucleon hodoscope.

The extraction of the differential cross sections on free neutrons from the reaction rd--)
rrOnp, is discussed in detail. DeuÅíeron corrections to tke cross sections are about 20%

in the A(1232) resonance region. The differential cross sections for rn->rren show good
agreement with the predictions of MOR and MW in this energy region. There is no
enhancement of the cross section dtte to the N(1470)Pir resonance. No positive evidence
for an isotensor electromagnetic current is found.
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I. intreduction

The investigation of single pion photoproduction in the resonance   .reglon has
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provided usefu1 information about nucleon resonant states. The couplings of the
individual resonant states to the 7N system has been determined by the extensive
partial wave aRalyses of the experimental data. For the major resonances the ex-
perimental results were in good agreemei3t with the quark model,i-4) but the values
for the small coupled resonances were not well determined by the analyses. For a
systematic aRalysis of single pion photoproduction, more precise and more extensive
differential cross section data, as well as polarization data of various kinds of 7N-

nN reactions are needed. The experiinental data for the 7p-->n+n, 7p-->nOp and

7n-nmp reactions have been ex'tensively accurp.ulated5m8), but the reaction 7n--ÅÄnOn

has been scarcely investigated.9-i2) There is no cross section data on ae photo-
production from neutrons in the first resonance region because of diMculties on
extraction of cross sections from the de"terium 'data. These deuteron problems
have not yet completely understood for many reasonsi3) : there is no direct proof of
the validity of the spectator modei, the final-state interactions and Glauber's re-
scattering terms canftot be calculated exactly.

   In isospin space the electromagnetic ctirrent is written as a sum of isoscalar and

isovector terms. In l971, the possible existence of an electromagnetic isotensor
current was suggested by Sanda aRd Shawi4) who aftalyzed the cross sections for
photo-excitation oftbe A (1232) on protons and neutrons. Furthermore the possibility
of a violation of time reversal invariaRce was pointed out from a comparison of the
two reactions pa->z-p and nwwp--eF7n in the A(1232) regioni5). In order to clarify
the above situatioR, counter experiments on rrm photoproduction on neutrons have
been performed at Boniii6) aiid INS.i7) These groups measured the rdln" yield
ratios on a deuterium target, as a function of the pion angles. In the ratios most
deuteron effects are expected to cancel due to the charge symmetry of the final states.
The results indicate tkat there is no isotensor current in photo-excitation of the A (1232)

at the level of a few perceat. On Åíhe other hand the experiment on the reaction 7n-,,

nOn provides a better test of the existence of the isotensor current. Since Reutral
pion photoprodtiction is almost completely dominated by the A(1232) resonance in
the first resonance region, the effect of the isotensor term is }arger than in the charged

pion prod"ction.
   The aim of this experiment on tlie rrO photoproduction from neutroits is mainly
to clarify the isoteBsor contributiok in tke A(1232) resonaRce region, to test the
validity of the spectator model and to obtain more accurate experimental information

on the isoscalar current in the second resonance region wltere the I== l/2 resonances

N(147e)PmN(1520)Di3 afid N(1535)Sii are dominant amplitudes. We have
measured the differential cross sections for the reactions 7n-xOn and yp-->zOp from
a det}terium target atthe same time at the NO c.m. angles of 7eO, 900, llOO and l300 in

the photon energy range 300 MeV to 70e MeV, by detecting both nO raesons and
recoil nucleons in coincidence.

   The results on the ratios of the differential cross sections for the reactiens 7d-+

zOnp, and 7d->nOpn, were reported in the thesis by N. Yamashita.i8)
   In this paper, we present the differential cross sections for the reaction 7n.nOn
extracted from the 7d-->nOnp, data. The paper is divided into five sections. In sect.

2, the experimental procedLire in which the measurements have been made are de•-
scribed. Sect. 3 is devoted to discussions ot' the off-line data reduction. In sect. 4
we shall examine deuteron problems; in particular, we evaluate correctiofis needed to
accoufit for the Fermi motion, for the effects of double scattering and the final-state
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interaction and for the
results.

Glauber      .screemng effect. Finally, in sect. 5 we discuss the

II. ExperimentalProcedure

II-1. Methed

    In this experiment the differential cross sections for the following reactions have

been measured simultaneously:

          7+d-zO+n+p, (l)
          7+d-zO+p+n,. (2)
The spectator proton p, and the spectator neutron n, are expected to have momentum
smaller than that of the recoil nucleon and less than. 250 MeVfc in any case. In order
to identify the reaction (1) or (2), we measure both momenta of the nO meson and the
recoil nucleon because of the continuous spectrum of bremsstrahiung photons and the
moving nucleon in a deuterium target.
    The bremsstrahlung beana from the L3 6eV electron synchrotron at the Institute
for Nuclear Study was incidented on a deuteriuin target. The generai lay-out of the
experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The basic detection system is similar to
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that of the previous experiment ef Kyoto group.9) The nO meson was detected by
observing two decay photons with a pair of photon detecters having better resolutions
and gains than those at previous experiment. Each photon detector consisted of a
total absorption lead glass Cerenkov counter, a two dimensional sciRtillator hodo-
scope, a lead plate converter, a veto cotmter, a lead collimator and a LiH hardener as
showll in Fig. 2. The energy of each decay photon from the nO meson was measured
with a lead glass Cerenkov cozmter. The opening angle of the decay photons from
the nO meson ip,, was obtained from the shower position in the lead converter which
were measured with the two dimensional scintillator hodoscope. The recoil nucleon
was detected in a 4Å~4 array ofplastic sciRtillation counters. lro identify whether the
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Fig. 2. Schematic front view of the xO detector and the nucleon detector.

recoil nucleon was a proton or a neutron, tlain plastic scintillation counters were
placed in front of the nucleon hodoscope. The kinetic energy of the recoil nucleon
was measured with Åíhe time-of-flight method. Tbese detectors were operated in
coincidence and made it possible to measure the four momentum vectors of the xO
meson and the recoil n"cleoit with high precision. The details of those counters are
described in ref. 18.

X-Z. PhotonBeam
    Irhe photon beam was generated by bremsstrahlung from an internal radiator of
50 ptm platinum in the INS 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron. The beam was defined by
a lead collimator of 5 mm iia diameter and 30 cm long placed at 2.5 m from the radi-

ator, The second collimator of 12 mm in diameter was placed to reduce the beam
haloes, Charged particles produced at the collimators were removed from the
photon beam by the sweep magnets kaving a field strength of 7 KGauss. The dia-
meter of the beam profile was 25 mm at the target position. The beam profile and
its position were measured with polaroid films.
   The fiuctuatioR of the maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung beam was less than
O.20/. by monitoring the fieid streRgth of synchrotron magftet and tke energy indicator.

The beam spill, time was usually kept to be about 4 ms around the maximum field of
the syncl3rotron magnet.
   A t}iick-walled ionization charfiberi9) was tised as a beam intensity monitor.
Coliected charges from the tkick chamber were seRt to an integrator whose one digit
we define as a monitor t}nit MU. Then the total energy U is obtained from the
collected charge q in the thick chamber as follows:

          U==ag :ctfi[MU], (3)
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Fig. 3. Thick-walled ionization charnber constant curve.

where ct and 6 denote the thick chamber constant (MeVlcoulomb) and the integrator
coRstant (coulomb/coui#), respectively, For example as shown in Fig. 3, or is 3.28Å~

10'8MeVlcoulomb at the maximum eRergy of 600MeV. The thick chamber con-
stant ct was determined with an accuracy of 30/. by calibratioR against a Faraday cup
in the external electron beam. AR equivaleRt quanta e is defilted by

          2 -- UIEo) (4)
where Eo is the maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung beam. The energy spectrufn
of the• bremsstrahlung beam is given by the number of photons per ercrgy interval dlc

                                   tt          Nuc)dk =gBfek) dk.. (s)
The spectral function B(k) was measured with a pair spectrometer. The function
B(k) at Eo =750 MeV is shown in Fig. 4 and found to agree with the Schiff's thin-
target formula.
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Fig. 4. Bremsstrahlung spectral function B(k) calculated by Schiff and Davies,

      Bethe, Maximon and Olsen.

ll-3. DataColleetioil

   The measurement of the reactions (1) and (2) using a liquid deuterjum target has
been performed at 13 points, these were 4 photon energies at 900, 3 photon energies
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at 700, 110e and 1300. Details are given in ref. i8.

7p-->zOp using a hydrogen target was also carried
rangement at 900 runs.

The measurement of the reaction
out in the same experimental ar-

IU. DataReductien

   The differential cross sections for the reactions (1) aRd (2) were obtained from
the following procedures:

   !) event selections,
   2) kinematical recoiastruction,
   3) corrections
   4) Monte Carlo simulation,
   5) reduction of the differential cross sections.

These procedures were performed in off-line analysis with computors TOSBAC-3400
atthe INS and FACOM230175 at the Computor Center ef Kyoto University.

III-i. EventSe!ections

   For each events the invariant mass of the two decay photons was calculated
from the measured photon energies kl and kS, and the opening angle of ip',r The
events having the invariant mass close enough te the mass of nO mesolts and having
the appropriate tirae of fiight of the recoil nucleans were selected as good events.
The details of selection are also given in ref. 18.

IU-2. KinematicalReconstructioll

   The energy and momenturn of a nO meson were precisely reconstructed from the
measured energies and the opening angle of the two photons by using the following
method.20)
   From energy-momentum conservation, the following eq. is derived:

                    M;o          ki'k2== 2(i- cos ip,,ww) ' (6)
where Jci, k2 and ip77 denote the energies of the decay photons from the nO meson and

the opening angle between the two photons. In this experiment the accuracy of the
measurement on the opening angle was better than that of tlie photon energies. The
ambiguity of the left-hand term ifi eq. (6) was about 20 times as large as that of the
right-hand term. Assuming that the ambiguity due to the opening angle is negligibly
small, we define the right-hand term by A. The most probably photon energies
(ki, k2) should be on the hyperbola (lci•k2=A) as shown in Fig. 5. Assuming that
the measured energies (kl, kS) distribute around the true energies (lci, k2) on the
hyperbola with a Gaussian type, the probability is given by

          p(ki, 7cS) 'i ' ,k '.'iti,i.,6' ''exb[--ll':I9`.fiki '3')2'g gt'ilft"2,?,k,i'2]],

                                                           (7)

where g(ki) denotes the deviation of the photon energy. Using the function defined

by

         f(k,, k,) - (f.i,itk,2i)2+ (k.2,?kk,2i)2, (s)
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Reconstruction of the energies of the two decay photons

meson. (kl, kg) and (ki, ke) denote the measured and the
photoR energies for the 420-900D run.

from the r,o

reconstructed

the most probable energies Ei and E2 are obained by minimizing the function
                                         vf(ki, k2). The energy resolutiofi of a lead glass Cerenkov counter is approximated
well by

          a(lc,)-cv`Zl;• (i-1,2), (9)
where e is a constant. From eq. (9) we caR rewrite (8) by

          -(ki i,k if)2+ (!c2 z,kS)2 ,,. i, • ao)

where arm.,f7/51-:Il(7il-;wwiici f(ki k2) and b=Vk2•f(ki, Jc2J•

To minimize the function f(k,, k2) is equivalent to minimize the area of the ellipse
given by eq. (10). From eqs. (8) and (9), the most probable energies Ei and E2 can

be easily obtained as foIIows:

          E, .. V'$2 Iil ig .<t,. . (i i4)
                                                            '
          E2 =- Vi:i:- It ill A. . (iib)

The reconstructed energy and momentum of nO mesons were calculated for each
event:

          Eno ww Ri+E2, (12a)
               --          Pxe xe 2i -}- E2• (12b)
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Fig. 6. a) rre efiergy calculated from the non-reconstructed energies of the two deÅëay photons

     (E.'. = k{-}-kE) and b) the reconstructed energies (E.,. tt=ki+k2) for the 420-900D rtm.
     The solicl lines are calcuiated values by the Monte Carlo simulation.

Fig. 6 shews the nO energy calculated from the non-reconstructed energies of the two

decay photons and the reconstructed xO energy fer the 420-900D rLm. The energy
spread of the reconstructed rcO meson was improved to be 70 MeV compared with the
original spread of 160 MeV (FWHM). The energy resolutioR of the rce meson was
estimated to be 40/, (FWHM) by the Monte Carlo simuiation.
   The four momentum vector of tbe recoil nucleon, (E.f, p',f), was determined by
the TOF and the address of the nucleon 1iodoscope.

   Since the most of pt}blished photoproduction cross sections are qiioted as a func-
tion of the laboratory energy in the coordinate system where the target nucleons are at

rest and the pion production angle in the c.m.s, we introduce the equivalent effective
laboratory energy kR and the zO production angie efi. iR tke 7n center of mass system.
The total energy Nffis a proper variable in comparison with the reaction 7p--,rtOp

from free protoRs. Using four moinentum vectors (E.., P..) and (E.f, P,f) of a nO
meson and a recoil nucleon, the total energy squaredsis given by

          S" (EKe+Enf)2 -l- (Prte -l- Pnf)2• (13)
The equivalent incident photon energy in the target-at-rest system is

          kR :(s-m2)/2m, (14)
where m is the nucleon on-shell mass. The nO production angle in the 7N c.m. is
obtained as fellows ;
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          cos eSe :ili,.S."' [1ny kk,EE"Åí". (1- :S:': cos e..)] . .'. (ls)

                                                            '          With ESe==(s+m2.eLm2)12VIF; '

where the upper surax denotes the center of mass system.

    The founnomentum vector of the initial target nucleon was aiso obtained from
the energy-momentum conservation :

          k+ Eni == Eze +Enf, (16a)
          re+Pni"Pne+PM'nf, • (16b)
where (k, E), (E.i, P.i), (E.., P..) and (E.f, p-'.f) are the four momentum vectors of

the iRcident photon, initial target nucleon, rrO meson and the recoil nucleon, respec-
tively.

    The validity of the kinematical reconstrtictioR was checked the results on the
reaction 7p->nep on a free proton target.

III-3. Correctioils

    The backgrouRd from the ernpty target was less than 12"/,. The backgrounct
9."eb,tOs13hoe%a.CfC.i,de,llgei,C.O,li.C.id(el'i)C:,ee2W-elesg/.ftfe.i",ehs,O;i,s,2:.g.r?s)o]lnucleonsamou,nted

 . The energy ,loss of p;otons in the ta.rget was,apprecia.bly la.rge for the low photoii

energies and for"tard zO angles ruRs. The loss of protons was 80/, for the 335-90Q

run aRd 26%. for the 335-700 ruk. ' '
    The accideRtal coincidence rate of },-veto counters was negligibly small and iess
than le/..

    The background frofn double pion production was estimated to be negligibly
small because that tke end-point energy of the bremsstrahluRg spectrum was set
about 180 MeV higher tkan the photon energy to corresponding to the central energy
of the acceptance of the detectioR system.

M4. MonteCarloSimulation
    The reduction ofthe cross sections forr the reaction (1) and (2) from the measured
counting rate was very complicated beca[ise of the complex functions of the detection
eMciencies of the flO meson and nucleon with many independent variables and because
of the smearing effect due to the Fermj motion of nucleons in the deuterium target.
The detection efficiency and acceptance were evaluated by a Monte Carlo method
assuming that the spectator model is yalid for the bound nucleon.
   The experimental coincidence yield of the nO meson and recoil nucleon frofri the

deuterium target is given by

          Y(kR) == jS ddslfflc.. (kR, e2e)d9Ee ' N(k)dJ`' ' NT ' ip(Pni)d3Pni

                 XT(X-Å})n(Prte, Pnf, X-`)d3X, (17)
where Y(lcR): experimental coincidence yield of the NO meson and recoil nucleen
               per MU.
  da     (kR, eE.): differential cross section for tke reaction <D and (2) depending on
 d9Se
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               the incident photon energy kR in the target-at-rest system and the
               ne c.m. angle eSe•
      N(k)dlc: number of photons per MU in the energy interval dk.
          NT: number oftarget nucleons.
        (b(p.i): initial nucleon momentum djstribution.
        T(XD: normalized spatial iRtensity function ef the incident photons at
               the point x-Å} =(x,, y,) in the perpendicular plane to the photon
               axis.
  il(fi.., p-,f, X): detection eraciency of the z" meson with momentum p".. and the
               recoil nucleon with momentum p"',f in coincidence produced at the
               target point x- --(x,, y,, z,), where z, is the distance from the target

               center in the direction of the photon beam.
Eq. (17) involves a nkaefold integration over kinematical and geometrical variables
which depeiGd on each other in a quite complicated way. In order to extract the cross
sections, tlae fellowing quantity must be calcuiated frona the Monte Carlo simuiation :

           YM(k") =: Sj dS2Ee ' NM(k)dk ' IVT ' 4'(Pni)d3Pni ' T(X'i)

                  Å~ij(Pxe, Pnf, X)d3X!C, (18)
where NM(k)dk: number of photons generated by random number in the Monte
                Carlo simulation.
            C: correction factor for the integral region of the rtO production
                angie in the c.m.s. and the decay photon angle ft'om the xO meson
                in the rest systein.
Finally the differential cross sectlons can be expressed from eqs. (l7) and (18) as
follows :

          ,d.ff,. (k", eÅíe) =- il,I.(f,Ri•s/c!,iri:ft',d)k,,

                      ---,Y--tT(,-Ri--)-/i•eS-B•-S,k)dk, (ig)

where M==SNM(k)dk: number of trial eveRts in the Monte Cario simulation.
    The flow cliart of the Monte Carlo simulation is shown in Fig. 7. Events are
generated simulatioR reactions (i) aRd (2) tinder the following conditiens:

a) The energy spectrum N(k) of the bremsstrahlung photon beam is calculated by
   the Schiff's thin-target formula (Fig. 4).

b) The spatial intensity function T(x-i) of the incident photons has the Gaussian
   distribution with the standard deviation of 1.e cm. The interaction takes place
   inside the target with uniform probability along t13e beam axis. In reconstruction
   of the four inomentum vectors of the ffC meson and tiae recoil nucleon, the reaction

   point is chosen to be the center ef the target.

c) The target nucleon has the momentum distribution of the Hulthen wave ftmction
   for the dueteron ground state:

          ip(p.i)=:`.ct(`'il-[-ct---.'-)6,)(,ftP,//'.,-.?,g.l'}'i6,)2, (2o)

   where ct rm 46.03 MeVlc, fi == 285.5 MeVlc and p.i is the initial nucleon momentum

   (i.e. the spectator nucleon momentum) in MeVlc.
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                Fig. 7. Flow chart of the Monte Carlo simulation.

d) The fl" produÅëtion angle G2., dis. in the c.m.s. and the decay photon angle el, ut1

   in the xO rest system are assumed to be isotropic. In order to achieve a high
   eMciency of the Monte Carlo simulation, we limit the integral region of the angles

   of the ne meson and the decay photon.
e) The detection eMciency consists of the following parts:

          n(P-rre, Pnf, X-)=:ng(fine, Pnf, X)'nrto(Pne, X-)'nn(Tnf) (21)

                     2 m.          i7n"(P-xe, X) == ll ilLili(ICi)'i7conv(ki)'ilc(ki, Xi) (22)
                    i=1
   where
   n,(P.e, p-.f, X'): geometrical detectioR eMciency of the coincidence events be-
                tween the nO meson and recoil iiucleon.
         n,,(T,f): detection eMciency of the nucleon hodoscope for the recoil
                neutron with the kinetic energy of T.f.
        nLm(ki): attenuation factor of the LiH hardener for photons.
        tl....(ki): conversion eMciency of photons for the lead converter.

           -v      qc(ki, Xi) : detection eMciency of the Cerenkov counter for the photon with
                incident position ffi.

 (i) The conversion eraciency of photons into electron-positron pairsis given by

          n,e..(k) :1-e-'"" (23)
          pt=:ffpair(k)PAIIA, (24)
    where k: incidentphoton energy.
            x: thickness ofthe lead converter.
            p: density oflead.
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            N: Avogadronufnber.•
             A: mass number of lead.
           apai,: total pair cross section,
    The conversion efficiency for t'lie lead converter of IXo and 2Xe are calculated
    from tlie total cross sections given by A. SÅërenssen2i) and T. Miyachi et al22).

                               v(ii) The pulse }3eigltt spectra of the Cerenkov counters a,i'e the Gaussian type with

    rneasured energy resolution. Iidge effects, l.e. the dependence of the pulse
    height oR the incident positioR of the decay photon, are taken into account.
(iii) The tirr}e spectrum of tlie recoil nucleon is the 6aussia" distributioft with the

    resolution of1ns (FWHM). The energy loss of the recoil nucleon in the
    target, the lead absorber afid the neutron veto cotmter is folded.
(iv) The angular resolution of the two dimensional hodoscope and the iiucleoR hodo-
    scope are taken into accouRt.
    All the simulated events thus generated were also reconstructed Åéising the same
procedure for the real events. In order to test the validityof the above procedure, we

compared quantities which did not depend on the dynamics of tke reaction. They
should be identical for the real and simulated events. Some examples of this com-
parison are shown in Fig. 8 and 9 for the reaction 7d-aOp(n,) at the 420-900D run.
Any rr}iscalctilation of tlie scattered momenta of the nO meson and recoil nucleoft
should be directly reflected into the only completeiy unmeasured quantity, the iRitial
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nucleon momentum (i.e. the spectator rmcleon momenturn). The real and simulated
events are in good agreement. The momentum distribution predicted from the
Hulthefi wave function in eq. (20) is also shown. The high momentum spectators
are strongly suppressed in the coincidence measurement of this experiment. This is
important because higk momeRtum spectators can be the result of the final state
interactions. The angular distribution's of tlte polar (e.i) and azimutal (lk.i) angles in

the laboratory should be isotropic. The depopulation observable near 9eO and
2700 is due to instrumental inefficiencies. The present experimental set•-up had the
maximum eMciency for the events which occur in the horizontal plane, while the
events initiated from the target nucleons having the yerticai momenta were not de-
tected with high eMciencies. This effect is equally observable in the real and simulated

events. These rnake us confideRt that the Monte Carlo simttlation is an adequate
representation of the experimental conditions.

    The energy resolution and tke angt}lar resolution were obtained as the differefice
between the initial and reconstructed values:

           AkR= kR-k'R (25)
           AeE. =: es. -elg, (26)
where (k'R, ekg) and (kR, es.) are the initial and reconstructed values for the incident

photon in the target-at-rest system and the nO c.m. aRgle, respectively. Fig. Ie shows
the incident photon energy and zO c.m. angular distributions. The difference be-
tween the real and simulated events indicate that the cross sections decrease steeply
in this energy region. The energy and angular acceptances and their resolutions for

e15:
e108

i=

a) kR 420-goep

300 4oo 500 6oo
     kR(Mey}

ge4

\
8

:      i:l

b) eft,

Fig. 10.

                 7o se go loo ito
                        e"n, (deg.}

Results of the kinefRatical reconstruction for tbe 420-900D run. The solid iines
are the calculated values by the Monte Carlo simulation. a) energy distribution
of incident photons in the target-at-rest system. b) production angle distribu-
tion of rcO mesons in the c.m. system.
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Table 1. Energy and angular acceptances and their resolutions calculated

from the Monte Carlo simulation.

  Run
(k-e target)

lcRÅ}o"'kR

(MeV)
 dkR
(deg.)

eg. y6eg.
 (deg.)

Aes.
(deg.)

320- 7eOD
420- 70eD
570- 7eeD
300-- 900D
420- 900D
570- 900D
750- 9eOD
35orllOeD
45e-llOeD
57e-llOOD
375-l300D
450-13eOD
570-1300D
300- 900K
42e- 90eH
570- 9eOH

335fu 45
455Å} 70
717Å}le6
315Å} 38
455Å} 70
615,l,ll7

81eÅ}146
375Å} 57
480Å} 85
610Å}110
395Å} 57
485Å} 90
615Å}l20
310ti, 35

435Å} 61
6ooÅ}100

l' 68Å}4
 73Å}3.S
 73Å}3.5
 89Å}3
92Å}3.5

 92Å}3
 91Å}3
111 ,i 3.5

111th-3

l1lÅ}4
130th3
130Å}3
130tit3

 88th3
9l ti, 3

92th3

li

ll

o" kn and o"e:. denete the energy and angular acceptances (FWHM).
and deg. are the resolutions (FWHM) of the iRcident photon energy in
target-at-rest system and the rre c.m. ac ngle, respectively.

2sAt

each set-up pararaeter are listed in Table 1. For the 900D runs, these quantities are
also shown in Fig. 11. The energy acceptance was several times wider than the energy

resolution so that data were divided by 4 to 5 energy bins for each experimental
arrangement. The angular acceptance was nearly equal to its resolution for the most

arrangement.

III-5. ReductioR of tke Cross Sections

    The cross sections of nO production from a deuterium and hydrogen targets
were obtained from eq. (19). In order to study the structures in the cross sections,
the results were subdivided into smaller biiis of the incident photon energy kR. The

i

i

a} Energy Aeceptance

    3oe"go'D

         420-90'O S70-90.0
750-90'D

2eo

b) Energy

 4oe

ReseEution

600
kRcMev)

soo loee

Fig. Ii

          -2s o 2s -es o 2s -2s o 2s-so e se
                     AkRc1-ev)
. Energy acceptance and energy resolution calculated by the Mente Carle
  simulation for the 900.D runs.
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choice of the bin size was dictated by the energy resolution and the minimum amount
of statistics. In Fig. 11, there is a certain degree of overlap between the kR spectra of

adjacent incident energy settings; this allowed us to average results from different

Table 2. Measured differential cross sections for the reacl'ions rd--"rren(p,)

and rd-.t "p(n,).

 kn
(MeV)

e.9,.

(deg.)

gt (rd->Tenp,)

  (ftblsr)

-[lf/5-2 (rd.rr opn,)

  (ptblsr)

iilll111iig   i ii5illiiiiill 20.56,l,Z12
i4.80+l.95
10.39,tl34
11.44Å}1.46
6.31 drO.79

4.31Å}O.45
4.18Å}O.45
3.62Å}e.55
3.66Å}e.64

20,69tiit2.I3

16.85Å}1.97

2020Å}2.86
13.86Å}l.65
10.96kl.41
7.83Å}IOI
5.56Å}O.67
4.45Å}O.52

3.19ke.45
3.23Å}O.41

2.55Å}O.41
2.15Å}O.46
1.30Å}035
1.e8Å}e.35

23.79th5.47
24.24Å}3.29
20.96ti,2.65

15.19,l,l.67

le.l9,i,O.93

6.45Å}O.64
4.46Å}O.41
3.13ti,O.44

2.37,l,O,4i

2.39,l,O.51

17.4iÅ}4,eO
i4.52 l 2.20

l152Å}1.35
7.37Å}O.84
5.31Å}e.72
3.33 ,i, e.49

7-.1 1 Å}O.34

2.28Å}O.97
1.elÅ}O.34

l9.73Å}1.85
16.98,l,l.59

15.28Å}1.24
il.26Å}1.13

S.47Å}O.51
4.54Å}O.35
3.4eÅ}O.27
2.65Å}O.26
3.26Å}O.34

24.33Å}1.50
21.l7Å}1.39
15.94Å}1.64
13.91 ,i,128

10.20Å}1.el
6.78,I,O.59

5.34Å}O.32
3.84thO.26
3.05Å}022
3.32Å}O.24
3.26Å}O.29

302Å}O.31
k55 l O.27
1.85Å}O.27

23.41Å}3.54
23.53Å}1.68
16.00Å}1.22
i5.50Å}e.93
8.35Å}O.50
5.36Å}O.29
3.l2Å}O.17
2.84Å}e.19
2.11Å}O.18
1.91,l O.22

23.62Å}4.34
14.00Å}1.67
le.14Å}O.86
5.37Å}e.42
325Å}O.30
2.19Å}O.19
1.21Å}O.l4
O.91 ,hO.15

e.89Å}O.l5

kR is the incident photon energy and e:. is the xO c.rn. angle. The error
includes the statistical deviations of the experiment and the Monte Carlo
simulation.
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energy settings. The low statistjcs tails of the kR-distributions were cut out to ob-
tain more reliable cross sections. The results were not subdivided into bins of the
rca production angle efi..

   The results are Iisted in Table 2 for the reactions 7d-rcOn(p,) and 7d-nOp(n,).
These differential cross sections take into account the effect of the Fermi motion but
ignore anything beyond the sifigle scattering a) and a') diagrams in tke next section.

    The gO cross sectiofis obtained with a hydrogeR target are summarized in Table 3

and shown in Fig. i2, which were measured with the same detection system at 900
runs, in order to check the whole detection eMciency and the validity of the spectator
model for a deuterium target. T}ie data for the 7p--->nOp reaction shows good agree-
ment with other experiments23) and the theoretical fit from the phenomenological
analyses of Moohouse, Oberlack and Rosenfeld (MOR),2`) and Metcalf and Walker
(MW).25) This makes us confident that the nO aRd recoij nucleon detectors are in
normal operation and the Monte Cario procedure is an adeqttate representatien of

              Table 3. Differential cross sec{ions for the reaction rp->rrep
                     using a hydrogen target. k is the incident photon
                     energy aRd eg.. Is the x"c.m.angle. The quoted
                     error is staistical only.

 lc

(MeV)

e.c,.

(deg.)

gS (rp->xep)

   (ptbfsr)

3e5Å}15
335,i,15

365th15
400Å}20
opoÅ}2e
480rk20
530th3e
590Å}3O
650th30
710Å}30

88.0Å}2.0
88.5Å}2.0
90.0th2,O
90.0Å}1.5
91.0ti,1.5

91.5k,1.5
90.0 th 1.5

91.0Å}25
93.0Å}1.5
94.eÅ}15

26.38,t,l.69

29.37,l,l.91

21.62Å}226
16.00,i,1.01

11.16Å}O.72
 6.30Å}O.74
4.99kO.39

 3.5ethO.27.

 3.35Å}O.29
 3D6Å}O.35
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the experimental conditions.

IV. DeuterenProblems

   It is impossible to study tke reaction 7n--evnOn from a free neutron directly be--
cause of non-existence of a free neutron target. As a substitute for a Reutron target,
a deuterium target is used. The reaction under study takes place iR a deuterlum
nucleus so that the final states recorded by experiment caRnot be coRsidered as due to
a single interaction in a hydrogen target. In addition the interaction occurs on the
nucleon which is not at rest and has a momentum distribution refiectiRg the deuteron
wave function. In deuterium target experiments, the following effects must be general-
ly taken into accoui3t:i3),26)

a) smeariRg effect due to the Fermi rcotion of nucleons in deuterium,
b) multiple scattering and final state interaction,

c) tlie Glauber effect27) due to the shadowing of one nucleon by the other,
d) the Pauli exclusion prinÅëiple aRd the Coulorcb scatrering,
e) off-shell mass effect due to the nuc}eoia and mesons in the intermediate states.

For the nO production the Pauli exclusion principle and the Coulomb scattering need
not to be considered.
   The problem of extractiRg cross sections on free neutrons from deuteron data is
only partially understood at preseRt. In high energies and smali momentum transfers
region, Giauber's theory of the multlple scattering expansion has beeR used with
great seccess.28) In the first resonance A(1232) and large scaÅítering angles region,
however, its validity js doubtful for several reasons:

1) the large amplit"de of the resonance may cause a very slow convergence of the
   multiple scattering series,

2) Glauber's theory is hold at t`ne small angle scattering approximation,
3) the rapid variation of the amplitudes with the pheton energy necessitates a more
   careful evaluation of the effect of the Fermi motion in the deuteron.
   In order to investigate experimentally the deuteron effects the ratios between the
cross sections from the 7d-"zOp(",) and yp-->zOp reactions are needed:

          R .!. ur ddga (7d -> nopn,) / ddsa2 (7p -> nop) . (27)

Using the following factorlzation assumption,

          RDf.== gga (7d-nOnp,)/ddsff;) (7n.nOn)or-RD/u (28)

                 '
the cross sections for the 7n-->nOn reaction are deduced from the deuterofi data:

                         1 ds           dff                                 (7d-•nOpn,) (29a)              (7n-zOn) or.          d9 R.1. d9
                          dff                             (7p --> zOp), (29b)                       :R                          dsk

where . R = ggff (7d - nonp,) / ddge (7d D zOpn,) .

The factorization assumption seems to be a good approximation because the deuteron
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   Fig. I3. Feynman diagrams of the three main effects in the rd-->rreNN, reaction studied in
         this experjment. a) and a'), b) and b'), and c) denote the sifigje-scattering, tlie
         double-scattering and the finai state interaction, respectively.

effects are caBcelled out from the charge symmetric pair of final states zOnp, and
xOpn,. Strictly speal<ing this factorization property is already violated in the first
order the impulse approximation, due to the presence of interference terms between
the single-scattering diagrams a) and a') i" Fig. 13. In higher orders of the impulse
approximation, the multiple scattering terms b) and b') also violate the factorization.

   The detail studies oR the deuteron effects are needed especially at our energy
region. Therefore, following the model given by Juligs,i3) we have made an evalu-
ation of the ratio RDm for the rrO and n" production and made a comparison witk
experimental results including our results of the ratio RDIif. Then, we obtained the

differential cress sections from the presefit measurements on the reaction 7n-nOn
using our deuteron correction factor of RDf.•

IV-1. Formalism

    In a formai scatteriRg theory, a Hamiltonian operator for the system consisting of
an incident particle and two interacting nucleofis in a deuteritim target can be written

in tlie form

          H= H,+V, (30)
where

          Ho =Kp+K+K2+U,

          V=:V,+Y,. (31)
Here K, and K. (ct=1, 2) are the kinetic energy operators for the projectile particle
and the or-th target nucleon; U is the deuteron binding potential; and V. represents
the interaction of the projectile with the ct-th target nucleon. The transition operator
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for interactions of the projectile with the bound nucleon ct is given by the Lippmann-
Schwinger equatioR :

          t. = V.+ Y.g t. == Y.(1-g V.)Hi,
                                                           (32)
          g= 1!(Ei-K,-K, -K2 -U+ i6) ,

where g is the propagator and Ei=k+Ed is the energy of tke initial state. For inter-
action of the projectile with both target nucleons, the transition operater is similarly

described as follows'
               ,
          ./drd == (Vi+Y2) [1 -g( Vt+Y,)]-i. (33)
Using the eperator identity

          l-2-b==lla-FiSab[llaH+llib]lka+''' (34)

eq. (33) is equivaleiit to

          y07",i :ti -1- ttgt2 -F ttgt2gti+••• -F (IN2). (35)

This is the multiple scatteriRg expansion. The term t. corresponds to the single-
scattering a) or a') aRd the term t.gtfi (ctffi= l, 2) represents the double-scattering

b) or b') or the final state interactioR c) in Fig. I3. The intermediate meson or
nucleon correspofid to the propagator g. Higher order terms are referred to as
triple-scattering and so on.

   On the other hand, the transition operator for interaction of the projectile with
a free target nucleon can be written as follows corresponding to eqs. (32) and (33):

          JO". = V.+ V.gfycr-.=: V.(1-gfY.)rmi,
                                                           (36)
          gf :1/(lc+E.-K,-K.+i6).

The scattering operators t. in the multiple scattering expansion (35) represent inter-
actions with bound nucleons (as can be seen by the presence of the deuteron binding
potential U in eq. (32). Therefore, in general, it is very dithcult to calculate for an

interacting three body system. Let us now introduce the following assumptions in
order to calculate the multiple scatteriBg expaRsion as simply as possible.

a) The impulse approximation29) is yalid. This approximation depends on two as-
sumptions i) the incident particle interacts with oRly one nucleon at a time and iD
the interacting nucleoii acts as if it were free, i.e. effects of the deuteron binding po-

tential can be neglected for the duration of the collision. Tlais approximation is
expected to be good for interactions at high energies where the interaction time is
short compared with the period of the nucleon system and the nucleon interaction
cross sections are not large compared with the geometric cross section of dettteron.
The transition operator t. can be written approximately from eqs. (37) to (41),

          t. ctt uor., (37)
and eq. (35) can be rewritten as

          J6V-dosuri--Je71(Ei-K,-Ki-K2+ie)-IJa-2+•••+(le2). (38)

b) The off-shell effects due to the nucleoR aAd meson in the intermediate states is
assumed to be small. Using a theorem ofgeneralized function theory, the propagator
g assuming that U{ht'0 is written as
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          (Ei-Kp ww K1 --- K2 + i'e)M1 : Ei - K. -PKI.- K2

                                    - ia6(E,-K, -- K, -K2) , (39)

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. The principal value terfn corresponds
to off energy shell propagation in tbe intermediate state. The 5-function term, when
iRserted in eq. (38), implies the energy conservation between the initial and inter-
mediate states. The principal value term is assumed to be small compared with the
S-function term so that eq. (38) is written approximately as

          Jdid bl Jdi",- izJO" iS(Ei- K,- K,-K2)Jdi2+ •••+(lo2). (40)

c) We consider five low order Feynman diagrams in the multiple scattering ex-
pansion, which are shown in Fig. 13. Finally the multiple scattering expansion takes

the form

          Ja7"d t)t Jcr' i + Jr 2 - in[JdV- 1S(E, - Kp - KI 1 - K2)J07- 2

              +Jd"26(Ei "- K,-Ki "-"' K2)J`Z7- i]• (41)
The single-scattering diagrams a) and a') correspond to v07-i and Jdi2, respectively.
The double-scattering diagram b) and the final state interaction diagram c) correspond

to -izJcr' 2S(Ei-Kp-Ki-K2)Jti"i and the diagram b') corresponds to -izuft•
6(Ei -- K, - Ki i - K,) Jcr'2•

   The cross section for the reaction

          7(k)+d(pd)-nO(g)+Ni(pi)+N2(p2) (42)
is described by

          ff xx tF IMfil2dLips(s; g, Pi, P2),

                                         1 d3g d3pt d3p2          dLips(s; 9, Pi, P2)== (2n)46`(Pf-Pi) (2z)g 2E.. 2Ei 2E2 '

                                                           (43)

where Mfi is an invariant matrix element and F is MÅëller's- inva-.riaRt flux factor,

                                               Ic P,                                                       . dLips(s;e,F..,kEdv. v is relative velocity between initial PartiCleS,V = E7 - Ed

Pi, P2) is 3-body Lorentz invariant phase space with final four momenta 9, Pi and
P2. The transition matrix element in eq. (41) is defined as

          J`i"d"(2Z)-912(2k'2Ed'2Ene'2Ei'2E2)rmi12Mfi, (44)
so that the cross section (43) is written as follews:

          a= (2#)` S d3Gd3p,d3p,IJo",I254(2+P, +P2 -K- Pd) • (45)

The differential cross section measured by the coincidence method for the reaction
(42) in the lab. system (Pd = O) is given by

          dgS,ffd 3p , = : (2Z)4S q2dqd3p26(E.e + Ei + E2 - k - m,)

                    Å~ 63(qff' +p-', -l- P2- E) < q, pi, p2I./`Z"dlk, pd == e, skd> l2

                 ==(2n)`GE..l<e, pip21 rdllk, pd=:O, 9d>l2, (46)



          IY,[;il"'./l•ffzS,co"d"I/1,eEP,:)'Y,EBl

where J' i(pr) is the t-th order spherical Bessel fuiiction.

a) Single-scattering .
   The single-scattering contribution to the matrix element in eq. (45)
Feynman diagram a) is written by

          <g, pi,p2 lvcr-ilk, pd == O, 9d> :Sd3pld3pS<q,pi,p2Iuti"ilpl,pS>

                           x <pl, pSlp,=O, sk,>
                          = <g, pi, p21 Ti lk, -p2> sl (p-2),

where P2-- I?-q-'-P,. In deriving this eq., we used

          <q, pi, p2Ittdii"ilpl, pS>

            -63(g-' +Pi - k--Pl)63(PS -P2) <q, piI Ti lk, pl>

and

                                   ( "' 2 't          <p2, pS lp, == O, S2,> = 63(Pl + p--,, )S2 Pi M P2 ) ,

Similarly, the contributiofi from the diagram a') is

          <9, pi, p2l{9',lk, p,= O, 9,>

           =<q, p2 nvk-g-p2lT2Ik, -pi>ti(Pi)•

If we choose the Hulthen wave function for the deuteron state,
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where md is the deuteron mass; I9d> denotes the deuteron state, I9d> == Ipd, 9, y, 4>
and lv, e> is the spin-isospin state. S] is the deuteroR radial wave function written
by the S aRd D state wave functions

          su(F) =v4 ;ww,- [u (r) +vlg- Si2w (r)] (47)

with normalization

          S;" dr[tt2(r)+w2(r)] =: l, (48)

and Si2 is the tensor operator

          Si2 :-, ij (1)• re (2)•Y- a4 (I)• tr (2), (49)

where 3(ct) is the Pauli spin eperator for tke ct-th Rucleon. The deuteron wave function

in the momentum space becomes

          sil(P) ": (2.l) 3ntii j d3reip" '; s2(F)

                      1                         Si2W(P), (50)              -a(p)-                     vgne •
           A

(51)

from the

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)
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          n(p')-it(p)-=Vctfi(ct.+6)3de(p+.)(p+6) (s6)

then we find that the contribution from a') as compared with a) is depressed by the
factor

          n(p,) (p3+ct2)(p,+fi2)
          fi(p,) ha (pi+oc2)(p,+fi2) $O•042 (s7)

for pi)250MeVlc and p2ct50MeV!c. The recoil nucleon momentum is always
larger than 250MeVfc in any set-up condition of this experiment. The spectators
with the momentt}m larger than IOO MeV/c are strongly suppressed in the coincidence
measurement compared with the momentum distribution calculated from the Hulthen
wave function as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore we shall disregard the contribution from
the diagram a').

b) Double-scattering
   Since, iR the low energy region of the present experiment, the 7N interactions are
dominated by the first resonance there is a strong resonance in the nN system. There-
fore, the double-scattering effects represented by the diagrams b) and b') in Fig. 13
must be takeg into account. This means that the Glauber's shadowing effect of one
nucleon ofi the other are also taken into account of the calculation. First, we con-
sider the diagram b) representing large angle production of the intermediate x meson
at the first step, followed by forward scattering at the second step. From eq. (41)
this amp]itude is giyen by

          -irr<g,pi, p21Jarr26(k+md-k,-ki --- lc2)Jev-ilk, pd =e, 9d>
           = --- in IZI) S d3q.d3pl'd3pSd3pSd3pS <e, pi, p2I c/07"2IG., pZ, pS'>

            Å~ 5(lc -}- md - E.(q.) - Er, (p"I) - E2 (pti))<gk, p k", pt2' it/`ff"ilk, p2, pS>

            Å~<pl, pSlp,=O, st,>, (58)
where lg.., p'I, pS' > and Ipl, pS > deRote a (xnp) state and a non-interacting two nucleon

state. x is the intermediate mesens. Integrating over the 6-functions contained iR
the definitions of the matrix elements as in eq. (53), we obtain the contribution to the

matrix element in eq. (46):

          -in<q, pi, p2l,/cr'26(Ic -l- md-kp-fci-k2)Jcr-ilf<, pd =O, S2d>

           :- i.n \j d3p<q, p2 == Ic-q-pilT2lq. :k+ppm pi, -p>

              Å~ <G.. m Ic --F p-pi, pil Ti Ik, p> S(k + md- E.(q.)

                                   -E,(p,)-ES(p))n(P). (59)

SecoRd, the cofitribution from the diagram b') representing forward n production in
the first interactioR and large angle scattering of n mesons in the second collision, is

similarly given by

          -iz<q, pi, p2IJO"i6(k+md-K,-Ki-K2)y6?-211c, pd = O, 9d>
          = --- in ]\) S d3p<q, pdTiIg. =q+pi-P, P>

                  Å~<e.vmeg+pi-p, p2 ==k-q-pijT2lk, -p>

           Å~6(lc+m,i-E.(q.)-El(p)-E2(p2))di(l). (60)
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c) Finat State lnteraction
   The correction arising from the final state interaction between nucleons is taken
into accouRt to the single-scattering term a) and Reglected to the double-scattering
terms. This diagram represents large angle scattering of the intermediate nucleon
in the first interactien, followed by forward productioit in the second iRteraction.
The coMribution of the final state interaction amplitude to the matrix element in
eq. (46) is given in the same way as tlie double-scattering case:

          -in<q, pt, p2lvut'26(k-{- md-k,-lci-k2),/a"ilk, pd =O, S2d>

          == -inj d3p<pi, p2 :T-k-G-pilTgNlPN==k-l-p-G, -p>

                       Å~ <q, p,y =: lc+p-ql Tilk, q>

                       Å~6(lc+md-ll..(g)-E.(g.)-ES(p))n(P), (61)

where TgN is the nucleoH-nucieon scattering amplitude and Erv• and PN are the inter-

mediate nucleon energy and momentum, respectively.
    Let us now intreduce the following simplified Rotation for the reaction x(k)
+N.(p)-y(q)+N.(pf) (ct =1, 2):

          Zr'E"(k, A) !E! <q, pf]T.lk, p>, (62)
     -+ -where A ==k-p-' i's three momentum transfer. Using this notation, the total arnplitude
is written from eqs. (52), (59), (6e) and (61) in the following form :

          T, = T}N(k, zi)n(P2)

            - i.z l? j d3pTs"(q -i- p2 +p, p2 +p)TIN(k, A -p2 - p)

              Å~ 6(k + md - E.(q + p2 -F p) - Ei(A - p,) - ES(p)) S2(p-')

            -in lil) j d3pTf"(k-p-p2, A-p-p2)TIN(k, p+p2)

              Å~6(Ic+md-E.(k-p-p2)-E2(p2))n(P)
            - iz S d3pTg"(A +p, p2 + p)TIN(k, A)

              X S(E,(A -p,)+E2(p,)-E,•(A -l- p)-ES(p))Si(P) . (63)

In order to evaluate the integrals in eq. (63) we set spectator momentum p-2= O and
assume that each amplitude is almost unchanged in the small integral region of the
interna] nucleon moraentum p and the final state nO meson momentum q is large
compared with p. The zO meson momentum was larger than 200 MeVlc in this
experiment. In addition, we adopt the following procedure of expanding the various
particle energies in the internal Rucleon momeRtum p and retain only the linear
terms:30)

          S d3p6(lc +md - E. (g +p) - Ei (A) -ES(p>) sl (P)

                                                           (64)
          = Exg(q) jd2pÅ},fi(plE,, Pi,)ct)u Exig) ,

          s           d3p5(k + m, - E. (k -p) - Ei (A) - ES(p)) di (P-)

                                                           (65)
          =: ExÅík) jd2p.R(pil,, p.,) c)ti ExÅík)
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and S d3p6 (Ei(A) + ijz2 - EN (A +p) - E5 (p)) sl (P)'

           .. IINilixd)jd2p.,s}(pi],, p.).,2 EN:ik) .'.• ' '(66)

with ), iiffSd2pn(O, P) == 2V7. S,co dz9(z), (67).
                                    '                                                           tt
where p--=:(pu,, Pi,) and a denotes any vector; pir. is the componeRt of fi parallel to
e' ; Pi. is tke vector of P perpendicular to e'.

    Finally the total amplitude (63) can be rewritten 2n the simple form :

           Td [M TiN(k, A)fi (o)

              -i.n7.[\ Exi9) T2scN(g, o)TIN(k, A)

                + z. ExA(,i") TiN(k, A)TsN(k, o)

                +ENSri) TSN(A, o) Ti,N(lc, zi)], . (68)

where O(O)=3.536 (fm)3/2 and 2.= 1.770 (fm)-if2 for the Kulthen wave fLmctioii.

    Ik order to obtain the differential cross sectio!?, the total amplitude Td must be
sandwiched between spin and isospin functions for the initial a;3d final two Bucleons

states. For simplification of the spin and isospiR procedure, we adopt now the
closure approximation in the summation over all final N-N states. The N-N states
having high effective fnasses aitd beiRg not accessible by energy conservation are also
iRcluded in principie, but the contribution from t}ie forbiddelt high mass states to the

sum over all states is very small because the matrjx element is Iarge only when the
kineniatics correspoRd to the recoil nucleon with momentum kM' . Here it should be
noted that the coi#ribution from Åíhe final state interaction in the diagram c) could be

included in the closure approximatioR. The differential cross section can be thus
described from eq. (41) using the completeness of the final N-N states as follows:

             dff           dg..a3z;r, =(2n)`qEne i4<v, egITtd T,ly, e>

                   ==(2rr)` eE.. : <v, e di2(o)TiV"(k, A)TY"(k, k)
                             vsij
                                          tt tt                    +2n],fi((o) Im[;, Ex(e) T;,N(lc, k)T2nN(g, O) Tlrv(k, zi) 1

                                          '                                                         '                    +\. E-xik) T;7rv(k, A)Tif.N(k, A)TSiY(k'i0)] y, g">,

                                                              (69)

where Iv,C> denotes the initial dÅëttteron spin-isospin state. Here we neglect the
higher small terms, for example, (T-".NTIN)t(T2nNTI,N). .
   The amplitudes for the reactions 7N-->nN and nN-nN are, iR generai, decom-

posed into the spin non-•fiip and fiip amplkudes:

                                                        '          Ti" =A.+B.•g"(ct), • (70)
                                                 ttt                   - • •/•          T:N =oF..-l-G.'if(ct), '' ' '' ' (71)
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where A. aRd F. are pure spin non-fiip ampljtudes and g. contaiRs spin fiip and
fioR-flip parts. G-' . is a pure spin fiip amplitude. For the unpolarized deuteron, the
relevant expectation values have the form

              ttt          <M>=--li-\<vlMlv>, . ' •'--(72)
where M is an operater and Iv> js the deuteron spin tripiet state. Using the following
results

          <3(ct)> ==O (73)
and <iji(ct)'dij(6)> " rilrffii (oc pt fi),

the dfferential cross section for the unpolarized photon beam and deuteron target is
rewritten from eq. (69) as

         dnvg.d. ctd 3mp-i -m (2n"gEnb (di2(O) (IAi (2 + lg,I2)

                  -}-2nAfi(o)Im[pe, Exiq) I(IAil2+lgil2)F2

                                                        tt                  + -g- (A\B, . a,)l + ;. Exk(k) l(A\A, + {r Af • B,) F,

                       tt/tt tt tt ttt tt •;•-•T••-- - -•,•,,i •''-1. ' . ..t. (Aii}\ite lllL AfB,)•G'i'l--]) :" '""" '''.' "'""-1 1' (7' 4) ;

                                                    tt..- ./The first term is reduced to the familiar form •
                         ttt         'dS{. ==i (2Z)`9Ene(IAII2 +}t IBil2) S d3pisl(O)

                                        tt               : (2z)`gEge(IAil2+Bil2) j `i3rP2sl (P2)

                                     tt                                                   '               :(2n)`qE.o(IAii2-i-IBil2)= ddga.. (7NeZON) ' (75)

in the absence of the Fermi motion. Here daldst(yN-nON) js the djfferential cross
section oR a free nucleen target.

   Then we obtain the deuteron correction (i.e. Åíhe ratio between the cross sections
from the deuteron a"d free nucleon targets) as follows:

         R.,. ,, == i+-sl2{,z) im [\ Ex,(q-) I.i7, + g- iil4eT,-A,l,B-'f) Gf', i

                 .EI)E{k)IAi,,Asi3.i,B-',l,B-i'eF,+4iBi;;tledi2B-'2Gi]],,,,

                                                           tt                                                         'IV-2. Results of the Denteron Cerreetions

   For the calculation of the'deuteron correction factor, we have used the MOR
arnplitudes24) for the 7N.nN reactions and the phase shifts of CERN theoretical
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fit3i) for the nN.rcN reactions. The 7N amplitudes A. and g. and the zN amplitudes
F. and G. are derived from the MOR partial wave amplitudes and the phase shifts

as described in Appendices A and B, respectively.
   We summed over the iiitermediate pion states x allowed by isospin conservation.
For the reaction 7d--"nOp(n,), the allowed intermediate states x are nO and rrm mesons
for the diagram b) and z" and zO mesons for the diagram b'). For the 7d-nen(p,)
reaction, the nO and n+ meson states and the ffm and nO meson states are allowed for
the diagrams b) and b'), respectively. The calctilated deuteron correction factors
RDiti and RDi, are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 afid the i3umerical values are listed in
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Fig. I4. Cross section ratio RDIii== gas? (rd->xepn,)1 ddga (rp->xOp) as a function ofincident photon

       energy. The soiid curves are predicted from this model. The dashed curves are calculated
       by Baldini-Celio and Sciacca3a).
Fis,. 15. Cross section ratio RDi.:== ggrQ (rd->r,Onp,)1-[dlS-a. (rn->rren)predicted from this model.

l"able4. The experimental data are also plotted in Fig. I4 together with other
data.iO-'2) Theoreticalpredictioncurves(dashedlines)byBaldini-CelioandSciacca32)
are alse shown. In addition, we compared xvith the ratio between z" production
cross sections on deuterium and hydrogen targets.

          RS/Hmx gag (7d-rr+iin,)/gffg (7P-->n+n) (77)

by Fujii et al.33) in order to test the validity of the model, as shown in Fig. I6. The

dash-dotted curves in Fig. 16 are calculated by the lowest order impulse approximation
with closure.34-35) The results of this simple spectator model agree with the data
at smail production angles but disagree at large angles. In the first resonance region,
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RoiH= gt{vd"n+nR,)/ gfei{vp -- n+ n} l To)cv-73
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            o•2 o•3 o•4 as o•6 o•7 o•6 o•g 1•o
                    PHOTON ENERGY (GeY)
Ct'oss section ratio JRSiit== :ge. (rd->r,'nn,)!-[litlr(rp->n+R) by T. Fujii et aL83) The solid

curves are predictions from this model. The dash-dotted curves are calculated by Chew
and Lewisa4).

the data seems to show dip s`Lructure due to the double-scattering (i.e. pion rescatter-

ing) effects whiclri is repro(!uced well with the present calculation. It shoLild be noted

that for nÅ} production the deuteron correctjons due to the Pauli exciusion effect and
the final state interaction are also impertant besides the double-scattering process.
On the other hand, for nO production the double-scattering effects are relatively large

because of absence of the Pauli exclusion effect and of the large cross sections for the

reactions z+p-n+p and x-n-nrmn around the first resonance region. Therefore, the
double-scattering effects which is neglected in the simple spectator model are im-
portant for rrO production in the first resonance region.36)

    ln the energy region above O.5 GeV, the present calculaÅíion shows small cor--
rections due to the double-scattering effect corresponding to smaller cross section of

nN scattering. Tkerefore, our prediction and the measured ratio of RDIH for NO
production give larger values than the experirnental results at FrascatiiO) and are
almost unity.
   These results show that the detiteron corrections other than smearing effect can
exceed 2eO/. in the first resonance region at small angles. We adopted the Hulthen
wave function for the deuteron state. The difference due te choice of the Hulthen
and Gartenhause wave functions was -within 60/.'. The present calcuiation including
the effects of double-scattering reproduces well the experimental re'sults on RDIH for

both n+ aRd zO productions. The calculated values of RDIH and RD/. in Table 4
indicate that the factorization assumption in eq. (28) is good in the over all energy
region except in the second resonance regien at 130e and about 70/.. This is due to
the contribution from the double-scattering diagram b') iR Fig. 13 and indicates that
the isoscalar amplitude is appreciable in the second resonance regioR.
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V. Results and Discussions

V-l. Differential Cross sections'

    lrhe smearing effect due to the Fermi motion was taken into account in reduction
of the cross section for the reactions (1) and (2), so that the cross sections 7n--,FnOR

Table 4. Diff'eyentiai cross sections

from deuterium data and
is statistical only.

for

the

 the reactions rR;}r,On and rp->r,"p extracted

deuteron correction factors. The quoted error

 kR
(MeV)

 0g.

(deg.)

RDyn
-dd;S-(rn-> r, on) Rpiu

   (psblsr)

da   (rp-> r, Qp)
d9
  (ptufsr)

  335-;-15
  365 ,i, l 5

  400Å}20
  440-F2O
  480Å}20
  53ede30
  590Å}30
  650th30
  7iOÅ}30
  305 i:l5
  335Å}l5
  365 ,L- i5

  400Å}20
  440{-20
  480Å}20
  530fu30
- 590th30
  650Å}3e
  71O,l,3O
  770Å}3e'
  830S,30
  890Å}30
  950th30
  305Å}15
  335th15
  365thl5
  4ooÅ}.7-O
  440 th 20
  480Å}20
  530th30
  590ti,30
  650 th 30
  71oÅ}36
  335Å}15
  365,Å}l5
  4COÅ}20
  440Å}20
  480Å}20
  530Å}30
  590Å}30
  6SOÅ}30
  710Å}30

11lil,iillliillillili iiilli 2Z67Å}2.85
20.73-l-2.73

13.74 L1.77
13.72Å}J.75
 7.04the,88
 4.55-FO.48
 4.23Å}O.45
 3.58Å}e.54
 3.60Å}O.63
25.39th2.61
22.68Å}2.65
28.29Å}4.01
I8.33Å}2.18
l3.14,iri.69

 8.74,Ll.13
 5.87Å}O.71
 4.50Å}O.52
 3.i6ti,O.45

 3.18,LO.40
 2.54Å}O.41
 2.17Å}O.47
 1.32,ife.32

 1.IOti,O.36

26.e2Å}5.99
27,51 Å}3.73

24.80Å}-3.14

19.08,i,2.IO

l3.32,El.22
 8.29 rt O.82

 5.30Å}O.49
 3.42thO.48
 2'47 th.O'43

 2.45drO.52
l8.90--4.34
16.e8-F2.44
13.08Å}1.53
 8.66,i,O.99

 6.39Å}O.87
 3.97Å}O.58
 2.38Å}O.38
 2.45Å}1.04
 l.06Å}O.36

111ILlllll lllill1!1i1111gi,li2
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aRd 7p->nOp for free nucleons were obtained from multiplying tlie deuterium data by
the calculated correction factors Rs/i. and RsliH, respectively. The corrected differ-
ential cross sections are summarized ifi Table 4. The energy and aRgular dependences

of the cross sections were shown in Figs. 17-l8 and Fig. I9, respectively. Other
laboratories data23)•9"niO)•37) are also plotted for comparison. The ei'rors attached to

this data are statistical only due to the counting yields and the Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Sources of the systematic errors in tlae cross sections are listed ifi Table 5.

The quadratt}re sum of the systematic errors was found to be 8%..
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Table 5.- Systematlc errors.

Source of the systematic errors Uncertainty

Beam intensity of bremsstrahlung photons
End-point energy of the beam spectrum
Target density and iength
Photon detection egeciency
Recoil nucleon detection eeeciency
Conversion eMciency
Photon absorption
Effective acceptance

Deuteron correction

Quadrature sum

ii'i• 5

8%
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V-2. Diseussions

    The measured differential cross sections for the reaction 7p--"zOp frorn hydrogen

and from deuterium are showxx in Fig. 12 aRd Fig. 18a) and are in good agreement
with the data obtained at other laboratories.23) This inakes us confident that the
reduction procedtire of the cross sections and the deuteron correction are appropriate.
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    The results on the differential cross sections for the reactions 7n-->nOn and 7p-

NOp have a similar structtire as shown in Figs. 1.7 and 18. The cross sections for both

reactions show two peaks atthe same energy 300 MeV and 700 MeV. The first peak
is, as known well, due to the excitation of the A(1232)P33 resonance and the second
peak is due to the N(1520)Ds3 resonance. The cross sections for the reaction 7n-"
NOn is somewhat larger than those for the reaction 7p->nOp in the energy range
40e MeV to 710 MeV. This means that the isoscalar part has an appreciable con-
Åíribution in the photoproductiog amplitude.

    IR Figs. 17-19 the predictions from the two phefiomenological analyses by
Moorhouse, Oberlak and Rosenfeld (MOR)2`) and Metcalf and Walker (MW)25)
are also plotted by the solid and dotted curves, respectively. These analyses are based

on the recent coinpilatioR of cross section and pQlarization data of single pion photo-

production with the exception of the reaction yn-nOn. The present data is in good
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Fig. I9.
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The angular dependences of the differential cross sections for the reaction rn->r,"n.
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b) kR=:440, 480, 530 ,and 590 MeV. c) knrw650, 710, 770 and 830 MeV.

agreement with the predictions from the MOR and MW analyses iR the over all
         .energy reglon.
    If an isotensor term of I==2 exists in addition to the ordinary isovector and
isoscalar terms in the electromagnetic hadronic current, the reiation between the
cross sections from neutrons and protons at tlae k(l232) resonance is given by intro-
ducing the parameter x in refs. 14 and 15:

            d6                               2 dff               (7n.nOn) = (1 +x)                                     (filp ---, sc Op), (78)            dst                                 d9

           ,Mf.=(l+x),Mk, - (79)
where 3M?$P) is the magnetic dipole amplitude for a neutron (proton) target. As-

suming that x=:-O.3 as suggested by Sanda, Shaw and Donnachie,i4-i5) the cross
section from neutrons is expected to be rvl!2 of that froin protons. The present
data shows that both cross sectiQRs are the same sizes at the A(1232) resonaRce. We
conclude there js no positiye evidence for an isotensor electromagnetic current. This
result is consistent with the n"nfnOp ratio experiments at Daresburyii) and Frascati.i2)

    In the N(1470)Pii resonance region, the present results show tkat there is no
enhancement for the 7n--,nOn cross sections in contrast with the previous Frascati
data.iO) This discrepancy is seem to be due to the different deuteron correction
factors as shown in Fig. 14.

    In conclusien we summarized as follows: 1) The deuteron correction to the
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differential cross sections are about 2eO/. in the A(1232) resonance region. 2) The
double-scattering (pion-rescattering) effect is very important at'the A(l232) resonance

especialiy for xO production from deuterium. 3) The differeRtial cross sections for
7n-"AOn are consistent with predictions from the MOR aRd MW analyses. 4) There
is no enhaltcement of the cross section due to the N(1470)Pi i resonance. 5) No posi-
tive evidence for aR isotensor electromagnetic current is fouRd.

Appendix A 7N--"nN Amplitude

    The CGLN amplitude for single pion photoproductioR is written as

          gdi, r- == iff"' re fcrr, + a• Gtr • (2 Å~ 5) far2 +icr-' •ka•Escr3 +io-' • Ga •gge4

            =:g. (g" Å~ Ri) .serp ,+iff-' • [E 3a 't + (a•g Xi - G• fc e") ,yer, 2

              + kO-g-ar, + 44gfcrr,], (A.1)
where g =(-sin di, cos ip, O) is the pkoton polarization yector, G=:(sin G, O, .cos e) is
tlae scattered pion tmit yector with tiie scattering angle e in the c.m.s. and f< = (O, O, 1)

is the incideRt photon mGit vector. The amplitudes being defiRed as eq. (75), a and
5 correspond to an invariant matrix eleinent Mfi are

          a== -cos ip sin e ,yco,r2 ,

          -A          b =i[5(,yco,r, cos e.yate ,) + 4•g{k(BciRzr,+ ,Eo,z ,) + q".:okz'.}]. (A.2)

Notice that averaged values over the photon polarization are

          <M sin2 ip> == <M cos2 ip>= {}-M, (A.3)
                               .
where M is some amplitude:

    The relation betweeR the CGLN amplitudes and the helicity ampiitudes is given
by

          3ari==-rrS-[,tA2:.,".lin./".7`,;.t5/]'

          'or'2"= Sun[vth2,-.,"ma,e3mv"-,`,?."ww,ei]• (A`)

          •BcT3 =-visiin e [ co"Eti'.gt- - siilil[iE2e ]'

          "ar4 ur - v2 ,ln e [,.g t rm ,i#t5 ]'

where HimAif2,3/2, H2=-Aikii2, H- 3 -=:Ami/2,;/2 and H4=-A-ii2,y2. Here Aptz are

helicity anriplitudes with the initial and final state helicities A=:7u,-li and itt= -A2.

;L7, ].i and 2.2 are the incident photon, target nucleon and recoil nucleon helicities.

The helicity amplitudes are expaRded in terms of the partial waves AiÅ} and Btrk with
j--lÅ}1/2 and parity -(-)i as follows:
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          H'i = vtL= sin e cos -ll- ,\, (Bi+-B(i+i)-)(Pl' - Pl'+i) ,

          Hi2 -' Vicos -81- ,li.l,'(Ai+-A(t+i)-)(Pf - Pf+i) ,

          HT3 =:./be Sine sin g ,liil, <B,.+B(,.,))(pl, +plt.,) , (A•5)

          Hl, == V2 sin g ,Z., (A,. +A(,.i)-)(Pi + Pi.,.) ,

where l is the orbital angular momentum of tke nN system and Pl and P'1 are deriva-
tives of Legendre polymomials.
   The ampjitudes for the reactions 7p-x+n, 7n--"nmp, 7p-->nOp and fi7n-->zOn are
decomposed in terms of the isoscalar and isovector amplltudes (assuming that there
is no existence of the isotensor amplitude) t}s follows:

          A(7pgz+n) : - Vtit Av3+ VtllF (Avi-As) ,

          A(7n->a-p) == •V'IltlJAy.3- VI3tl (AYt+AS), (A.6)

          A(7p->zOp)==Vit AY3+Vi (AVt-As),

                                        '          A(7n-zOn) =: Vit AY3 -t- ,v! l/l (AYi -t- AS) .

The amplitudes a, S for each reactien can be calculated from the partial waves ArÅ}3,k,S

and BY,3•Vi•S Lising eqs. (A.2), (A.4), (A.5) ac nd (A.6).

   The pkotoprodttction cross section can be written as

          ddgcr.ur iq,i (lal2+ISI2), (A.7)

where k* and q* are c.m. momenta of the incldent photon and the pion, respectively.
Using the amplitudes A and B correspoiid to the Lorentz non-iitvariant matrix ele-

ment TvN, the cross section is also written as

          ddsff2,,..(2.)4VIC*Eitiilll#EN*f Z:. (IAI2+liiil2), (A.s)

where s =(k*+EXi)2 is total energy squared, E.rk' is the pion c.m. efiergy and Esci,f are
the nucleon c.m. energies in the initial ai3d final states. The amplitudes A and g are

given by

          A== (2k)2Vkrk,Erv,SE.*Eitfa (A.g)

and g"" (2k)2 Vk*Efi,SE.*Efif b"

                    'in the c.m. system.

   Appefidix B nN-nN Amplitude

   The total isospin of the rrN system is Imm112 or 312 so that the amplitude for
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each channel is decomposed into I== 112 and I = 3/2 amplitudes as follows:

           T(n"p-n"p) == T(x-n-n-n) == T312,
           T(n-p-z-p) =: T(n"n -->z"n) == 213Ti12 +113 T3!2 , (B•l)
           T(n-p-- zOn) == T(n"n v-"; rrOp) = - V2f3 Ty2 +V213 T3/2 ,

           T(zep .m> nep) =: T(nOn -nOxx) = l13Ti12 + 313T3/2 ,

wliere Tif2 and T3/2 are the isospin I xx l12 and I = 312 amplitudes.

    The xN elastic amplitude is written by the spin non-fiip and fiip amplitudes as
described in eq. (71):

          MnN ==f(e)+g(e) ij•n-, (B.2)
where e is the pion scattering angle in tlie c.m.s. and n-' =p-' .* Å~ q"• .* !lp-.* Å~ q-.*l is thenormal

unit vector to the production plane (P.* and 4." are the initial and final pion moment).

    The amplitudes f(e) and g(e) are expressed in term of partial waves by

                  co          fi(e) ,- 2 [(l+l)ff.+4/ii-] Pi(COS e),
                 l=[L

          gi(e) -i ,22, [ff. -ff-.] Pl(cos e), (B.3)

            Il          f'Å}= 2ig. (nfÅ} e?16i-1),

where Pi(cos e) are Legendre functions,ffÅ} are the partial wave amplitudes for orbital

angular momentum l and total angular momentum j = lÅ}1/2, nlÅ} are the elasticity
and 5fÅ} are the phase shifts.

    The differential cross section for nN elastic scattering can be written as

            dff               ==lf(e)I2+lg(e)l2 (B.4)           dst*

in the c.m. system. Using the amplitudes F and G correspond to the Lorentz non-
invariant matrix element TscN, the cross section is also written as

           ddsail. =(2.)4.)"l!iiE"iEiXigerr"fEfifma -Si c.p•12+IGI2), (B.s)

where s=:(E."i-l-EXi)2 is total energy squared and E."i,f and Efii,f are the pion and
nucleon c.m. energies in the initial and final states, respectively. From eq. (B.4) and
(B.5) the amplitudes F and i are given by

          F== (2i), •vlE..,E:,SE.*,Ek, Vf".t f(e)

a"d G"(2S)2'VE.*,Eff.,iZ$,ESM 'V/St.* g(o)n- (B'6)

in the c.m. system.
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